Lived experiences of self-care among older physically active urban-living individuals
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Background: Promoting physical activity is a public health priority in most industrial countries, and physical function is an important factor when taking into consideration older people’s self-care and health. Despite the increasing challenges associated with urbanization and the aging population, urban life appears to be positive in many ways for urban dwellers. However, the manner in which older people live in urban settings and how this influences their ability to take care of themselves should be considered important knowledge for health professionals and politicians to acquire. The aim of this study was to describe the lived experiences of self-care and features that may influence health and self-care among older urban home-dwelling individuals who are physically active.

Methods: Ten subjects, three women and seven men, who were aged 65–82 years and identified to be physically active, were interviewed. The interviews were recorded, transcribed verbatim, and analyzed according to the descriptive phenomenological method devised by Giorgi.

Results: Our findings showed beneficial self-care. The participants lived active everyday lives and were frequently physically active. They were part of a supportive, inclusive, and promoting fellowship, and they had the opportunity to travel. They utilized their competence and experienced making themselves useful. It was a privilege to be part of a family life as a husband, wife, parent, and/or a grandparent. They acknowledged physical and mental limitations, yet they felt they were in good health.

Conclusion: Health professionals and politicians should identify places where fellowship and relationships can be built, as well as encourage older people to use their competence by engagement in volunteering. These interventions are important to support older people’s self-care and health. This may also be a way to reduce ageism in Western societies.
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Introduction

Self-care may be viewed as a goal-directed activity with the aim of maintaining, restoring, or improving health and well-being.¹ Other aspects of self-care are health maintenance, disease prevention, detection, management, treatment, and health promotion.² Health promotion has been internationally recognized as a key factor in achieving active ageing.³ It is the process of enabling people to increase control over and improve their health, thereby enabling them to lead an active, productive life towards good well-being and quality of life.⁴ Special focuses within health promotion are problem-solving, enabling people to move in the direction of health, and a global and pervasive sense in individuals, groups, populations, or systems that serves as the capacity for health-promoting processes.⁵ Vulnerable persons with impaired physical function, as is the case...
with many older individuals, are likely to have difficulties in maintaining their potential for self-care sufficiently to enjoy good health.\textsuperscript{1} It has been shown that conditioning factors\textsuperscript{5} such as receiving help, perceived helplessness, and age may influence the amount of therapeutic self-care demands among older people.\textsuperscript{6} Perceived influences on the body are important, and the individual should (alone or with support from another individual) be able to bring about a change in attitude towards his or her personal lifestyle or life situation\textsuperscript{7} in order to be considered as possessing a sufficient degree of self-care ability. The meaning of actualizing self-care ability among older home-dwelling people has been interpreted as self-realization or self-transcendence. Therefore, it should be important for formal and informal caregivers, as well as relatives and friends to support the actualization of older people’s resources in order to make it possible for this expanding group in society to obtain health and well-being.\textsuperscript{8} However, little is known about the meaning of these health-related resources and their actualization.

Understanding older people’s health and what makes them continue to live good lives are some of the main issues concerning older people living in their own homes.\textsuperscript{8,9} The World Health Organization has declared that health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.\textsuperscript{10} Moreover, health is understood as a position on a health ease/dis-ease continuum, moving towards the healthy end.\textsuperscript{4,11} In most industrial countries, physical activity is a public health priority, and it is well documented that a physically active lifestyle reduces the risk of developing cardiovascular disease, diabetes, obesity, osteoporosis, several forms of cancer, and depression.\textsuperscript{12,13} According to Chen et al,\textsuperscript{14} physical function is one of the most important predictors of health in older people. Older people, who perceive themselves as being in good health may not think that physical activity is necessarily for them unless they acknowledge or believe in the health benefits to be gained from physical activity.\textsuperscript{15,16} In this study, health is described as an ongoing process in which individuals interact with the environment throughout their entire life span, and that people’s life orientation has an impact on health.

Urbanization and the aging population are some of the greatest challenges at the present time and will increase in coming decades.\textsuperscript{17} Various studies reflect the statement that urban life seems to be a good life on the whole, despite the challenges caused by urbanization.\textsuperscript{18–20} Older urban people report higher self-esteem, increased positive mood, better emotional health, and more satisfaction with aging, as well as better functional health status and a higher degree of physical function and mental health than do their counterparts living in rural areas.\textsuperscript{20–22}

European countries are currently undergoing significant changes in their demographic and epidemiological development. One of these changes is the increasing number of citizens aged 67 years or more, a number expected to double by 2050.\textsuperscript{17} This is also the case in Norway, because 11% of the population in the four largest cities is currently older than 67 years, and life expectancy has increased by ten years for both women and men.\textsuperscript{23} Results from a recent quantitative study of older urban people aged 65+ years in southern Norway showed that a majority perceived themselves as being in good health, felt satisfied with their lives, and perceived themselves as being active. However, 10.6% perceived themselves as being helpless and 11.1% perceived themselves as being anxious.\textsuperscript{8} While these results are positive, life expectancy in Norway seems to lag behind that of other European countries.\textsuperscript{24} Living in cities might enable human collaboration in the sense that people learn from other people. Perhaps this occurs because the essential characteristic of humanity is our ability to learn from one another, and cities make us more human.\textsuperscript{20} Learning how people experience urban life and how this life influences their health and ability to take care of themselves should be of utmost importance for both health professionals and politicians, as well as researchers in the years to come.

The aim of this study was to describe the lived experiences of self-care and features that may influence health and self-care among urban older home-dwelling individuals who are physically active.

Materials and methods
This study used the descriptive phenomenological methodology devised by Giorgi\textsuperscript{25} to analyze narrated lived experiences of self-care and features that may influence health and self-care among older home-dwelling individuals who are physically active.

Study group
The participants were recruited from home-dwelling older people living in urban areas in southern Norway. Ten persons 65+ years of age, who had already participated in a survey in southern Norway\textsuperscript{6} during the spring of 2010 and found to be physically active on a daily basis (n = 636) were asked to participate in an interview concerning their perceptions of self-care in relation to physical activities. Ten women and ten men were selected by drawing lots, and a letter with information about the study and a request for participation
was sent to them by mail. Six persons wanted to participate, and after one reminder another four persons agreed to participate by sending back a signed sheet that was considered to be informed consent. All these persons were contacted by telephone, and appointments were arranged. The sample comprised three women and seven men aged 65–82 years. Three participants lived alone (two widows/widowers, one divorcee), while the rest lived with their spouses.

**Interviews**

All of the interviews were undertaken in the homes of the participants during the autumn of 2010 and spring 2011. An open-ended question was formulated in order to let the participants speak freely about experiences of physical activity concerning self-care. The opening question was as follows: “Please tell me about a situation you have experienced where physical activity was important to maintain health and well-being and where physical activity was important to manage your daily life and your self-care.” To elaborate on a subject, the question: “Could you please tell me more about that?” was used. The interviews lasted 30–60 minutes and were recorded and transcribed verbatim.

**Data analysis**

The interviews were analyzed according to Giorgi’s descriptive, phenomenological method. The transcript of each interview was read closely to get an overall sense of what the transcription was about (step 1). After this reading, the transcription was read again more slowly with a phenomenological attitude and mindful of the fact that the transcription purports to be an experience of health and self-care when being physically active (step 2). Every time a shift of meaning in the transcription was noticed, a mark was made in the transcription. The end result of this process was that the whole transcript was broken into parts called meaning units.

In the third step, each meaning unit was first repeated with the same words except for a change from first-person expression into third-person expression (step 3). The meaning units were then transformed from everyday language into the language of health science. At the end of the third step, a series of transformed meaning units was revealed. These were marked with different colors and formed the basis for the writing of the situated structure for each interview, which was essential for the phenomenon to manifest itself.

Step four contains both the formulation of a situated structure and a general structure. According to Giorgi, the situated structure has to be mindful of the whole, bringing a holistic perspective to the meaning units trying to determine the key constituents of the structure, as well as removing the key ones in order to see if the phenomenon stands or collapses. The ten situated structures, one for each interview, contributed to the general structure, which brings about the essence of the self-care experienced and features that may influence health and self-care in individuals who are physically active. The general structure and the features which the general structure is based on are presented in the Results section.

**Ethics approval**

The study was designed and implemented according to the Declaration of Helsinki and the principles commonly used in clinical research. The Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics in southern Norway approved the study (REK Sør-Ost A 2009/1321). The participants were informed about the study in writing and guaranteed anonymity and confidentiality. Return of a signed agreement was considered to be informed consent to participate in the study.

**Results**

**General structure**

Self-care as a lived experience among older home-dwelling individuals living in urban areas who were physically active was narrated as follows. The participants lived active everyday lives and were frequently physically active. They were part of a supportive, inclusive, and promoting fellowship, and had the opportunity to travel. They utilized their competence and experienced making themselves useful. It was a privilege to be part of family life as a husband, wife, parent, and/or grandparent. They acknowledged physical and mental limitations, yet they felt they were in good health.

**Features influencing health and self-care in older physically active home-dwellers**

**Active everyday life and physical activity**

The participants reported that having a daily routine gave meaning to their everyday lives. After breakfast and reading the morning newspaper, there was work waiting for them to organize, a friend waiting for their daily walk, or a piece of work to be done for an organization. This was a good experience. Now having the time, compared with previously, to enjoy the garden, take a walk to the harbor, experience being in good health, and the opportunity to be physically active and attend different activities as a senior citizen, were good experiences in the participants’ lives.

It was important to be physically active for as long as possible to improve and maintain health, because this might
well influence their longevity. Physical activity was vital for experiencing a good life when dealing with the aging process. Living conditions influenced their opportunities to take care of themselves and the prospect of how long it was possible to live in their own homes.

Being physically active on a frequent basis enabled the participants to be involved and engage together with friends and family, and gave them the opportunity to help other people if necessary.

Physical activity had been important in childhood and adolescence, like growing up on a farm doing manual work or being active in different kinds of sport. Participants believed that it is easier to be active in older age if one has been accustomed to physical activity earlier in life.

The participants were physically active, walking, cycling, weight-training, skiing, sailing, hiking in the mountains, dancing, or working with logs. Being physically active is also a part of everyday life nowadays, eg, shoveling snow, carrying wood to the house, and doing different kinds of maintenance work, like house painting and carpentry. Working in the soil and gardening were also important activities which kept them in good physical shape so that they could meet their everyday challenges.

The experience of being physically active was accompanied by a feeling of joy at being in good shape when finding oneself in need of a walk. None of the participants wanted to sit back and do nothing. Instead, they wanted to be active, going for long walks, keeping up with home maintenance, and helping other people in their surroundings.

Inclusive, supportive, and promoting fellowship

It was important to be part of a fellowship that was inclusive and supportive, and also that it enabled people to promote their health and self-care. Important fellowships were, eg, groups where people, two or more, meet to go for a walk, play musical instruments, share everyday life with its joys and sorrows, dance, talk about local history, go to a concert or listen to a lecture, watch a movie, share their interests of old cars, doing handicraft, playing bridge, discussing politics, or sharing their religious faith. These groups were either informal groups with friends or more formal groups as part of local organizations.

Opportunity to travel

Being able and having the opportunity to travel abroad or within their own country were valued by the participants. It was fascinating to experience and get to know different cultures and other peoples’ way of life, and made the participants grateful for what they had back home. Most of the participants travelled together with their partner or their whole family, and some did it on their own. Some of the participants did not travel anymore because they were alone, or had other reasons, even if they were used to travelling before.

Utilizing competence and being useful

To make oneself useful brought good feelings in the participants’ lives. Being engaged in grandchildren’s lives by helping with homework, listening to their stories, joining them in skiing and other sporting activities, being involved in voluntary work, such as helping older people with gardening and snow shoveling, or collecting equipment for schoolchildren who do not have, for example, skates or skis, was considered invaluable. Voluntary work within the community as a secretary for an association or as a member of a religious, political, or sports organization was considered an important assignment for the participants.

To utilize one’s competence was another vital experience, which gave meaning to the participants’ lives and a perception of being privileged. They had competence concerning carpentry, electricity, mechanics, textiles, or lumbering, and some of them still had their own businesses to take part in.

Family life

Being surrounded by children and grandchildren made the participants feel privileged and also brought forth feelings of joy and happiness. One of the participants believed that his wife was the reason for his good health. Another explained that their car brought good experiences of well-being for both him and his wife. Most of the participants lived with their spouses, which they found good.

Physical and mental limitations and good health

The participants acknowledged limitations concerning their physical and mental health. These limitations were, for example, reduced heart or lung function, hearing impairment, and impaired balance. Reduced physical function made the participants choose an easier walking route, more gentle exercise, or adjustment of their speed according to their physical capacity.

Sickness in the family and loss of family members were challenges in the participants’ lives. They could experience feelings of being exhausted, being in need of a rest, being alone, or grief as they mourned their loved ones. These changes in life provided opportunities for new friendships and personal development.
The participants realized that they were getting older and reflected upon important moments in life which had passed by and would not come again, and what they did not like about getting old. Thoughts concerning the future that they have to tidy up and that their time is coming to an end influenced them. Despite their physical and mental limitations, the participants emphasized the importance of not resigning themselves to the end of life and remaining in the sofa. Instead, they recommended getting up and about. Being satisfied with oneself and enjoying the present was valued.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to describe the lived experiences of self-care and features that may influence health and self-care among older urban home-dwelling individuals who are physically active. Philosophically, self-care ability can be explained by self-care activity and its goals, which are health and well-being. According to Moran, philosophy has been explained by Husserl as the description of what is given in direct evidence. In this sense, it should be possible to understand experiences of self-care in a Husserlian way, as a performance in which the experient experiences being as what it is. Furthermore, Husserl sums up the view that all experience is experience to someone, and is a “to whom” experience. This is what Husserl called “givenness”, and in genuine phenomenological viewing we should attend only to the phenomena in the manner of their being given to us, in their modes of givenness. Being true to a genuine phenomenological perspective, one is not permitted to use any scientific or philosophical hypotheses. Instead phenomenology presents the concrete, lived human experience in all its richness.

In this study, the descriptive phenomenology method of Giorgi was the researchers’ guide to elucidating the phenomenon of self-care among older urban-living individuals who are physically active. Through bracketing and analyses, the essences of the narratives were revealed, and validity, in a phenomenological sense, was obtained. According to Husserl, being true to descriptive phenomenology requires that researchers are conscious of givenness, where no predisposition or interpretations are allowed to be brought forth. This does not mean that one should forget the past; instead, one should put aside all such temptations and systematically note and explore the ongoing occurrences as they are unfolding. Although this process seems impossible, the researchers have tried their best to analyze strictly according to the method, albeit with a principle of relevancy involved. Another important quality criterion is reliability, which was identified when the same meanings or acts in the narratives consistently appeared.

The intention was that the lived human experiences of self-care in the study group have been presented in all their richness. The general structure of self-care as lived experiences obtained from older home-dwelling individuals living in urban areas who are physically active focused on the fact that the participants lived active everyday lives and were frequently physically active. They were part of a supportive, inclusive, and promoting fellowship and had the opportunity to travel. They utilized their competence and experienced making themselves useful. It was a privilege to be part of family life as a husband, wife, parent, and/or grandparent. They acknowledged physical and mental limitations, yet felt they were in good health.

The phenomenon of the research in this context was self-care. As mentioned, self-care can be viewed as a goal-directed activity with the aim to maintain, restore, or improve health and well-being. In this case, one can claim that the outcome of self-care is health and well-being, and according to Aristotle, one can understand self-care as the phenomenon being “work” (energeia) or “to live well”. Self-care ability is the potential of what is possible for the person to achieve (goal), and self-care activity is what the person actually does. The participants lived active everyday lives and were physically active, which may point to the persons’ potential for self-care. Most of the participants were accustomed to physical activity earlier in life, and this made sense in their lives as older people today. They believed that physical activity was vital for experiencing a good life when getting old and that it might also have an influence on their longevity. To be frequently physically active was a resource that made it possible to be involved and engaged together with friends and family, and was also an opportunity to help other people if needed. Physical activity was an important resource, which enabled the participants to keep up with domestic maintenance so that they could stay in their own homes for as long as possible. Other resources that had an impact on health and self-care were work waiting to be done, a friend waiting for a daily walk, and partaking in different activities. The fact that physical activity improves an individual’s health and well-being is well documented. The participants’ engagement in physical activity, which had been a part of their previous lifestyle, was now very important for these individuals.

In the descriptions of self-care performed by the participants, conditions of togetherness and relationships were revealed; throughout several life transitions, including
marriage and divorce, sickness, death, aging, and retirement, the participants developed and established new relationships and fellowships. Arendt claims that it is in sheer human togetherness, where people meet people in a human relationship, that persons reveal their identities, and not by their emancipation from these relationships.\textsuperscript{31,35} None of the participants mentioned that they longed for solitude or preferred being alone. When describing their self-care and health, they would always return to situations and events which included other people. They described their experiences as being closely connected to other people’s involvement in their lives, which would be as a husband, wife, children, friends, or colleagues. They also described the importance that these relationships had in their lives. Taking into account these findings and the fact that fellowship had a great influence on their health, it is clear that having opportunities to establish and maintain relationships is important for older people in order for them to manage in their everyday lives in their homes.\textsuperscript{18,36}

Urban individuals seem to cope well in relation to health and self-care.\textsuperscript{8,19} Participants in the study group lived in urban areas where neighbors, friends, and relatives lived close by. They also lived close to city life, which offered different activities like shopping, going to the cinema, and to the sports center, clubhouse, or cafés. These opportunities made it easy to meet other people, even if one had physical difficulty, in getting around. Although they lived close to the city, the participants enjoyed the opportunities found in their natural surroundings, including taking walks in the woods on nicely paved footpaths, on the beaches, in parks, or around their neighborhoods. Identity of place as an important component of older people’s self-identity is documented.\textsuperscript{37} The influence of the built environment in which the home is situated may increase or decrease the sense of well-being and participation in society.\textsuperscript{37,38} Urban life might offer city dwellers ample opportunities for both meeting other people and leaving their car behind and walking places instead, which in turn improves their capacity for self-care.\textsuperscript{8,20,39} Indeed, an individual’s environment is important, because human existence and architectural space form a holistic entity in which human behavior may be described as a set of interrelated activities, settings, social interactions, and use of space.\textsuperscript{37} Older urban people are frequently physically active and use the range of facilities in their surroundings.\textsuperscript{8} Well planned physical environments might improve the older person’s health. Architects and decision-makers have the opportunity in the next 5–10 years to initiate dialog with older people for the purpose of planning for a healthier and more active aging society.\textsuperscript{40}

All the participants had committed their lives to someone else, which brought meaning into their existence and made their lives worth living. Children and grandchildren were highly appreciated and contributed to good feelings in their everyday life. Other things that were worth living for and investing energy in could be political work, being a member of a club, organizing important work in their local community, attending religious meetings and social get-togethers, participating in sports activities, utilizing their competence, feeling the joy of a well-toned body, enjoying the present, and being in overall good health. Despite having gone through difficult times in life, the participants had faced these challenges and done their best to overcome them. These experiences describe situations where the person is in relations to other acting beings and where he or she is never merely a “doer”, but always and at the same time a sufferer, like opposite sides of the same coin. Arendt\textsuperscript{31} describes how these consequences become a chain reaction where every process is the cause of new processes, as a “… result of the bondless multitude of people involved … because one deed, and sometimes one word, suffices to change every constellation”. The participants experienced physical and mental limitations which to some extent made them suffer. They also experienced feelings of exhaustion, a need for rest, being alone, and mourning their loved ones. Simultaneously, they explained how they overcame these limitations. They explained how they thought, what they chose to do, and how they acted in order to experience health and self-care in their everyday lives. As they said, they did not want to resign themselves to remaining on the sofa. On the contrary, they recommended getting up and out, as well as being content within themselves and enjoying the present. There is an ongoing debate in society today about the coming decades and the growing number of people over the age of 65 years and the challenges population aging will bring about. Our study, in addition to the following recently published studies, reveals findings which might be essential and should be put into practice today.

A study on the transition into retirement and later life in a Nordic welfare context\textsuperscript{41} showed that the informants, aged 56–65 years of age, looked forward to retirement when they would be free and motivated to be active or even get a new job. In a study by Dale et al,\textsuperscript{9} the sense of being useful to other people is emphasized, as well as taking care of grandchildren. Being a volunteer was shown to be a major positive experience in a study on volunteering in dementia.\textsuperscript{42} The participants in that study reported that they performed well and expressed feelings of satisfaction. Furthermore, they experienced being seen,
heard, and affirmed by staff as well as feeling life was more meaningful when they were doing meaningful things.

It is crucial to underline the fact that many people aged 65 years and over in Norwegian society have a high level of skills in many occupational areas. Health professionals, politicians, and health planners on every level should take the above findings into account when planning for the upcoming decades. Interventions like volunteering in a nursing home, or an activity center, or visiting older people living in their own homes, might bring forth positive experiences for all parties involved.43,44

**Conclusion**

In this study, older people who were physically active described their life situation as including good health and at the same time acknowledging their limitations, which are the opposite sides of the same coin. In other words, when returning to the self-care ability concept, the eidiotic structure of ability for self-care in older home-dwelling people is two-fold,1,7 and contains both being present to the opportunity to act on certain perceived influences on the body and, alone or with support from somebody else, to be able to bring about a change in attitude towards one’s personal lifestyle or life situation. Our findings revealed descriptions of individuals who were willing to take on challenges in life and did their best to overcome them. They realized their potential in situations and acted using their resources, which might have contributed to their sense of self-realization in life today. While this is good for the individual, it also brings forth actualization of interventions at a societal level where health care planners from various fields, politicians, and older people themselves, are involved. Creating settings, where relationships and communities can be built should be a priority for both social and physical activities. Furthermore, there is a need for steps to be taken to promote, for example, volunteer work, where people can meet other people and their competences can be utilized in the best manner possible for older people living in institutions and those living in their own homes.

This study shows that being over 65 years of age and physically active in the 21st century should be more appreciated by society. These individuals have the opportunity to participate and become involved in society’s challenges and do important work on different levels in the years to come. They have valuable competence and knowledge that society needs, as well as engagement and involvement in their surroundings, all of which contribute to good health. Most importantly, this may be a way to reduce ageism in Western societies.
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